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SO WHY LEARN ANOTHER LANGUAGE?
Knowing other languages beings opportunities to: 

• Increase personal pleasures such as the enjoyment of literature, 
art, music, theatre, travel and personal relationships. 

• Increase understanding of and respect for other people and 
other cultures. 

• Give access to a larger pool of information and to more 
educational and career opportunities. 

More than a third of all English words are derived directly or  
indirectly from French, and it is estimated that English speakers who 
have never studied French already know 15,000 French words. 

French is used by over 200 million people in more than 55 countries 
around the world (28 of which have French as an official language)  
and is spoken across 5 continents. 

French is a language for international communication culture,  
diplomacy and business. 

It improves test scores and reinforces English Skills, making French  
the language for today’s students. 

Increase Global Understanding 

As Globalisation, Mobility and Communication bring the world  
ever closer together, is it even more urgent to be competent in  
another language. 

EXAMS

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF 
STUDYING LANGUAGE AT POST 16?
What some of our students have said about studying 
French with us…

We choose it for: For fun; I wanted to study it at university; Its useful 
when I go on holiday; I enjoyed previous lessons and wanted to explore 
new areas; Improves communication; To expand on GCSE knowledge; 
I loved it at GCSE and wanted to continue with this great language; 
Enjoyment and interest after GCSE; Loads of help form the staff;  
I wanted to continue with French as I loved it at GCSE which convinced 
me to take it at university as well. 

We enjoyed: How the teachers are willing to help whenever;  
Learning about new culture; Its extremely rewarding when you grasp 
something new; Sense of belonging; variety of activities; writing, reading, 
listening, speaking films, games; Small groups; The people; Learning 
new words; Knowing that by studying French I will have a brighter future; 
The teachers are real good; Topics are much more detailed and specific 
than GCSE; Each lesson is unique and fun; Personal achievement; 
Friendly staff; Sampling the culture! (especially food and music)

The advantages: You can learn more about the French culture; 
Employers see it as a good thing if you are quire fluent in another 
language; Good in business; Learning about a different country  
than ours; You have the opportunity to earn more money;  
Learning new vocabulary; Making posters; You study real issues/current 
affairs/relevant and interesting topics; Have choices about some topics; 
Being able to have small groups or one to one conversations with staff 
to improve our speaking and conversation skills.  

  

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
The best jobs have traditionally gone to the best qualified, but now there is another dimension to recruitment. 
British companies who do more the 60% of their trade with the non-English speaking world are increasingly 
looking for graduates with more than one language. The modern economy is no longer a national, but a global 
one. There are very few British people able to converse in anything but English so employers are recruiting foreign 
graduates. Many of whom are almost as fluent in English as their mother tongue. In some cases, these young 
people are not only being employed in addition to their British counterparts but instead of them. 

No matter the career you choose, if you learn a language, you’ll have a real advantage.

In government, business, law, medicine & health care, teaching, technology, the military, communication, industry, 
marketing and social service. 

Paper I 
Listening, 

reading and 
writing

1 hour 45minutes:

 3 parts:

Reading

Listening 

Translation into English

90 marks

45% of overall mark

Paper 2 
Writing

1 hour 30 minutes

Translation into French

Essay on a book or film studied in class

50 marks

25% of overall mark

Paper 3 
speaking

15 minutes prep time 

12-14 minutes

Discussion on two cards given before the exam, just before prep time , topics will be from the 
main 6 AS topics, you will need to answer questions and also ask one question from each 

card to the examiner

60 marks

30% of overall exam

AT POST 16
The AS & A2 courses are each a one year course assessed at the end of year 12 & 13, using 4 skills: listening, reading, 
speaking and writing. At the end of  
the course, you will look back on your achievement  
and be proud of yourself. If you want to embark on this course you will need:

• To have good organisational skills. 

• Be very hard working, learning vocab and new tenses as we go along.

• Do a lot of independent reading and getting interested in current affairs here and in France. 

• Get involved in lessons even if until now, you have been  
quiet in lessons.

Some activities include: debate on smoking in public, designing a leaflet to raise awareness on health issues, watching films 
and reviewing them, role plays, essay and creative writing and students teaching other students. 


